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Abstract—In order to develop professional knowledge on art design and improve the practicality of classroom teaching and classroom management, professional teacher organization courses are proposed for classroom teaching in this study. The methods to improve the quality of teaching in classroom teaching were discussed. As was shown in the result, the professional knowledge that is reflected in classroom teaching helps students develop their skills, improves classroom management, and allows teachers to provide effective counseling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Art design is an important part of institutions of higher learning specializing in this field. Art design teachers primarily teach in classrooms, and in such an environment, teaching should vigorously promote the participation of students. In addition, teachers must focus on the subjective initiative of teaching. Therefore, teachers should provide students with a positive learning atmosphere.

II. THE ROLE OF ORGANIZATION IN CLASSROOM TEACHING

Art and design teachers play important organizational roles in and out of a classroom [1-3]. Preparation is a prerequisite for effective lessons, and teachers should be fully prepared before coming to class to achieve good results in teaching. Professional teachers should have a wealth of professional knowledge in new designs and teaching practices as well as a thorough understanding of teaching methods. Moreover, they should focus on discipline and direction and constantly enrich and update teaching content and methods to improve the quality of teaching and the effectiveness of teaching art design[4-6].

Effective teaching focuses on the use of teaching materials, practice of teaching processes using various media, the use of appropriate and updated teaching content, processing, writing to determine a student's cognitive level of teaching programs, carrying out of network preparation, teaching organization, and the use of multimedia platforms[7-8].

Aside from organizing lessons in class; planning student learning, classroom practice, group discussions, and other organizational considerations in classrooms; as well as possessing good teaching skills, professional teachers must be open, interactive, and innovative. Moreover, they should be able to understand the close relationship between design creation and social economy. Other tasks include organizing students for practice learning and establishing contact with companies or institutions to enable students to practice what they have learned and apply theoretical knowledge in learning. To perform these tasks, specific and detailed tasks should be completed by professional teachers before conducting classes. Students must also be trained to discover new ideas, expand their knowledge, and use what they have learned [9-10].

III. THE ROLE OF PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER IN CLASSROOM TEACHING

Design style materials evolve dynamically; thus, theory and practice must be closely integrated by professionals. Teachers must read design books to gather visual aids and determine excellent design work for students, thus enabling them to understand current design styles, philosophies, and the current state of the market, providing them a sound theoretical foundation. Lectures should also integrate theories to establish specific program designs and construction management strategies [11-16].

Teachers must effectively employ multimedia-assisted teaching. Multimedia teaching differs from the traditional concept of teaching. Illustrated courseware can improve students' aesthetic ability and taste, which in turn, encourage their participation and stimulate their interest in learning. For example, the multimedia courseware in the "Garden Design" course shows students some representative work on Western landscape design. The representative works of the Chinese garden of Suzhou, which include the Lingering Garden, Zhuozhengyuan, and Lion Grove, can also be highlighted to explain the basic structure of Chinese gardens. In this way, students can gain a preliminary understanding of landscape design and knowledge as well as new garden designs in the Chinese context. Indeed, multimedia-aided teaching increases teaching capacity and improves the quality and effect of teaching, while helping students learn more about distinct Eastern and Western garden styles and characteristics.

Teachers impart professional knowledge and help students develop their communication skills with customers. Hence, customers can understand and recognize their own design ideas. Therefore, at the end of each design course, students must be able to communicate their own designs, ideas, and concepts.
Teachers must also help students in drafting proposals. Finally, teachers and students must collaborate to find solutions to problems. Thus, students can improve their own design concepts and have avenues through which they can showcase themselves. Students apply their language skills, demonstrate their design skills, and become enthusiastic about learning[17].

IV. THE ROLE OF GUIDING STUDENTS IN CLASSROOM TEACHING

In professional classroom teaching, teachers should adopt helpful and flexible teaching methods, because various counseling methods apply to different students[18-19]. When students encounter problems in design, teachers should be guided by information to explore the problems, help students think properly, and guide students to discover, analyze, and solve design problems. Thus, students must maintain dynamic and active thinking, actively explore the lessons, learn creatively, and think innovatively.

Teachers should consciously guide students to teach them basic design methods and instill new design concepts, thus offering design ideas and laying the foundation for improved designs. Given that the professional knowledge of students is limited in the early stage of any design course, the maturity of their design ideas is insufficient. Teachers must guide students during the design process and help improve their ability to innovate[20]. For example, in the “Residential Space Design” course, students are allowed to form groups in building inspection units and writing study reports. Each group is asked to study two to three buildings and discuss the designs of these structures so that they can understand the basic methods of identifying unit types and determining ways to address the so-called “irrational structures.”

An interactive teaching atmosphere deepens students’ understanding of the basic knowledge of design and expands their thinking in design. Students express their ideas, learn from one another other, and become inspired. During heated discussions, students become open to other design ideas, expand their ability to identify various design methods, and improve their knowledge of multiple design concepts. The potential of design students is unlimited; thus, teachers should consciously train and guide them to tap their full potential.

V. CLASSROOM TEACHING IN THE MANAGEMENT ROLE

Classes are a basic unit in university management, and teachers and instructors are involved in direct and indirect management. The level of classroom management practiced by professional teachers directly determines the effect of classroom teaching. If the classroom environment is not conducive to learning, teaching cannot be effective. Therefore, the role of teachers in classroom management is crucial. In China, a student’s growth and development are influenced by school culture and class subcultures. Teachers deal with individual students and are involved in the management and guidance of such students. Thus, the responsibility of teachers is substantial.

Teachers should have the knowledge and skills in education and teaching and must be able to master the basic class management methods[21-22]. They must be equipped with leadership skills and must be artistic, reasonable, and innovative in addressing problems in teaching. In preparation for the design profession, students must conduct field visits to different establishments, such as those with “decorative materials and budget.” Hence, students become knowledgeable in preparing a material budget and understanding commonly used materials, as well as their characteristics, uses, and prices. To help their students, teachers must also help students understand materials and prices, gain professional knowledge, and manage students effectively.

In this process, the influence of professional teachers and the role of class cadres cannot be disregarded. Class cadres must be mobilized to strengthen the safety of students in and out of the classroom.

VI. THE ROLE OF PRACTICAL COUNSELING IN CLASSROOM TEACHING

With the advent of the economic era, the need to train practical and innovative personnel increases[23]. The teaching modes, methods, and contents must all be reformed, and practical teaching and application must be strengthened. To identify a suitable space for students to survive and develop in the employment market, classroom teaching must provide practical and training opportunities as well as avenues for students to develop their talents[24]. Possessing the abilities to cultivate talents who can adapt to society as well as develop and innovate is an important criterion in assessing the quality of teaching in learning institutions. In relation to this, the practice of theoretical knowledge must be strengthened to improve the quality of teaching. Skilled personnel are needed in society; thus, the training of students to acquire professional skills must be strengthened. With effective teaching, students can gain knowledge in practice, learn new ideas, and master their skills.

Furthermore, art and design teachers must have the flexibility to use basic knowledge and creativity to solve practical problems. For example, a teacher of a “furniture and furnishings” course can bring students to a furniture factory site so that students can study construction operations and the application of construction technology, enabling students to understand the application of theoretical knowledge in actual practice. Through such site visits, students can also become personally involved in analyzing illustrations, processes, and other specific practical operations[25-26]. As students become familiar with the learning process, their practical ability is improved and their knowledge becomes focused. Practical application can be closely integrated with professional teaching projects; in this way, students can learn actual construction processes and knowledge, improving their interest in the profession and enhancing their learning initiative and self-confidence[27-28].

To conclude, the role of professional teachers in art design classes is crucial. Teachers should provide students with extensive learning materials and develop their abilities to cultivate design ideas, apply theoretical principles.
VII. CONCLUSION

Professional teacher organization courses are proposed for classroom teaching, in consideration of the rapidly developing professional knowledge on art design and the goal of improving the practicality of classroom teaching and classroom management. Professional knowledge that is reflected in classroom teaching helps students develop their skills, improves classroom management, and allows teachers to provide effective counseling. Methods to improve the quality of teaching in classroom teachings were discussed.
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